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Abstract
Objectives: A model predictive controller was designed for a DC microgrid performed in Universidad Militar Nueva Granada
at Cajica campus, which requires a 24-hours estimation of solar irradiance. Methods/Statistical Analysis: Autoregressive
and neural networks based predictive models were designed and tested in order to be used, as well as an Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) that was trained to be compared as an alternative solution to the problem. All models were coded and
simulated on MATLAB and their performance were verified and mutually compared in order to define the best forecasting
approach in the target allocation. Findings: The lack of seasons and the stochastically recorded irradiance time series,
caused by sudden cloudy moments are the main characteristics of the local weather behavior. Therefore, a 5-years hourly
meteorological database was used to estimate and train the ARMAX, NNF, NAR and NARX models, with the main feature
of using six time and meteorological variables (air temperature, solar irradiance, atmospheric pressure, day, month and
hour of measurements) to estimate a single output of hourly future irradiance. All of them were tested with statistical
comparison functions such as square and absolute error criteria, Retrogression coefficient (R) and autocorrelation.
Application/Improvements: The results let to define the most appropriate model to be used to generate the online data
required for MPC designing to assure efficient operation of DC microgrids.
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1. Introduction

The current trend of power consumption and generation
is the use of DC microgrids1,2, considering that Distributed
Generation units (DG) can either be used as utility-connected systems or stand-alone systems at isolated areas (not
connected to the national grid)2–5. Regarding the second case,
the DG units are usually operated by individuals in a wide
range of houses, since small ones (e.g. single households) to
large buildings2,6,7. The utilities use those DG units in order
to enhance system stability and power supply ﬂexibility,
quality and expandability as well as to optimize distribution
system and costs related with transmission and distribution.
Besides, in most cases DG units produce incompatible AC
*Author for correspondence

or DC power and as a result, power electronics interfaces
must be used to obtain the desired voltage magnitude, frequency and phase angle8–10 and then connect each DG to
the main grid. In order to reduce the corresponding costs, a
single power interface could be used for all DG units, which
also leads to energy lost reduction11,12.
The time variability of power loads must be solved by
being systematically predictable, due to the fact that an
entire day average power consumption could be already
known by means of weather forecasting. Therefore,
the most appropriate choice of a top-level controller, in
order to regulate the entire system dynamics, would be
a Model Predictive Controller (MPC)13–16. Nevertheless,
this kind of controller, as well as others model dependent
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ones, requires a strong mathematical description of the
system for ensures accuracy when data is being acquired,
along with a significant computing power. Thus, the system model for the particular application, consist in a
non-linear equation that defines the dynamics of a photo
voltaic modules array, which needs an accurate irradiance
forecasting. If the solar irradiance for a previously defined
period (say 24 hours) can be predicted, it would be the
main tool for setting a better power dispatching plan.
This estimation problem has been studied previously by
mean of several approaches, including empirical models17,
analytical models18, numerical models and statistical19, as
well as ANN20,21,32,33. Regarding those based on statistical
processes, such as Autoregressive (AR), Autoregressive
Moving-Average (ARMA), Moving-Average (MA),
Autoregressive-Integrated Moving-Average (ARIMA)
have been used widely for modeling the problem
mentioned above21.
ANNs are successful techniques when used in problems
that require parameters hard to define and there is a wide
group of examples. Besides, a neural network approach
does not need to have any information regarding the process that generates data. Instead, it needs a long-term data
in order to develop a better model that can be used for its
original purpose21,22.
Hence, this paper is organized as follows: It begins with
an explanation of collection method for the time series
data and all the parameters and variables related with the
process, after the proposed models are introduced according to two types of estimation techniques: Regression and
neural networks. All these models are compared by different square and absolute deviation estimators, as well
as by the calculation of the retrogression coefficient and
autocorrelation error. Finally, correlation charts and plots
of predicted and measured data are shown in order to
analyze results and conclude.

than the one that can be gotten at the subtropics (trepid or
even frigid zones), i.e. sort of steady during a year.
The following model-based techniques were trained
with similar parameters. All of them used 30115 samples
with 80%, 10% and 10% distribution for training, validation and testing, respectively. Besides, the three neural
networks models included a 10-neuron size hidden layer
and 10 iterations of delay.

2.1 Auto Regressive Moving Average with
Exogenous Excitation
A general Auto Regressive Moving Average with
Exogenous excitation (ARMAX) model is defined as
follows:
This process model allows to correctly modeling
systems behavior considering both control and disturbance inputs, being the basic structure for model
predictive control strategies23. ARMAX structure is shown
in Figure 124.
Equation (1) expresses a general form of ARMAX
model. A (q), B (q) and C (q) denote the polynomial of
the dynamic process system in Equations (2-4), meanwhile y (t) represents the system output, e (t) the random
prediction error and x (t) input variable vector25,31.


(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)

The Equations shown above (A (q), B (q) and C (q)) can
also be expressed as coefficients arrays that are obtained by

2. Identification and Modeling
A weather station located at the university campus in
Cajica let to collect information hourly to set a 5-years
database January 2010-February 2014). The database
includes several important variables, such as, atmospheric
Pressure (P), Temperature (T), Relative Humidity (RH),
time (Month, Day, Hour) and Solar Irradiance (SR). This
information allows to notice the main benefit of Colombia’s
geographic location (over the equator line): Relatively low
variability, which causes more concentrated solar energy
2
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Figure 1. ARMAX model implemented.
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fitting the training data with linear curves and q denotes
the number of past observed data. The prediction of the
ARMAX model is expressed in (5) and developed in (6),
(7) and (8)25.




(5)

(6)
 (7)


(8)

2.3 Nonlinear Autoregressive with
Exogenous Excitation ANN
The Nonlinear Autoregressive with Exogenous
Excitation model (NARX) is characterized by the nonlinear relations between the past inputs, past outputs and
the predicted process output, which can be obtained by
means of the high order difference shown in Equation26.
The proper blocks diagram is shown in Figure 3 where
the network has ten sigmoid hidden neurons in a single layer and a linear output neuron. The network is
trained with a Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation
algorithm.
Equation (11) shows a general form of the NARX
model.

2.2 Nonlinear Autoregressive ANN
The Nonlinear Autoregressive (NAR) model is a non-linear
relation between the past outputs and the predicted process output, which and can be delineated by a high order
difference equation26. The schematic diagram is shown in
Figure 2, where it has ten neurons in the hidden layer.
The network is trained with Levenberg-Marquardt back
propagation algorithm.
Equation (9) represents a general form of NAR
model.


(10)

are the coefficients of the linear and nonlinear
Where
autoregressive outputs.

Figure 2. NAR architecture implemented.
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(11)

and
represents the input and output
Where
and
of the model at time t, respectively. In addition,
are the input and output orders of the dynamical
≥ 0 and
≥ 1. The nonlinmodel, considering that
ear function f is unknown and can be approximated by
the regression model of (12) 26.

(9)

where
is the output of the model at time t.
is the
output order of the closed loop dynamical model and is
a initially unknown nonlinear function, which is approximated by the regression model of (10) 26.






(12)

and
are the coefficients for the linear
where
and
and nonlinear original exogenous input;
are the coefficients of the linear and nonlinear autoregresare the coefficients of the nonlinear
sive variable;
cross variables26.

Figure 3. NARX architecture implemented.
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2.4 Neural Network Fitting
The Neural Network Fitting (NNF) process uses a
two-layer feed-forward network with sigmoid hidden
neurons and linear output neurons, that is able to fit
problems considerably well, starting from consistent data
and enough neurons in its hidden layer. It usually has ten
_neurons in the hidden layer as shown in Figure 4.
The network was trained with a Levenberg-Marquardt
back propagation algorithm, unless there is not enough
memory less. In that case a scaled conjugate gradient back
propagation will be used.
Equation (13) describes the mathematical model that
the NNF uses.


(13)

and
are the inputs and output
where
is the polyrespectively, f is a nonlinear function,
is the bias for neural
nomial weight coefficient and
network activation.

3. Results and Discussion
All the neural network models benefited of the meteorological data collected mainly time and irradiance. The
data set was randomly distributed in an 80/10/10 ratio for
training, validation and testing, respectively.
Several validation methods were selected and applied
using ANN statistics and including accuracy criteria
(level difference) among the current values and the estimations. The techniques applied were such as the Mean
Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
Sum of Squared Error (MSE) and Sum of Absolute Error
(MAE), according to (14), (15), (16) and (17)27.


Figure 4. NNF architecture implemented.

4
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(14)



(15)



(16)



(17)

Where N is the total number of data,
is an array of
is the corresponding estimated
target values and
values28,29
Another criterion is the squared correlation coefficient
and represent the pre(R2), shown in (14) where
dicted and measured values of the test set, respectively.
is the mean value of the training set30.


(18)

The evaluation criteria results can be analyzed in
Table 1, performed on all of the applied models.
The neural network fitting model is the one with
better results in every evaluation criterion, as can be seen
in Table 1, i.e. it has the lower error value on every criterion but R2, which measures accuracy as nearness to a
normalized unit instead of lowest error.
Figure 5 shows the models behavior when using
irradiance data from a random selected day of the year.
Table 1.

Comparison of MSE and R for dataset

Estimation
Method
NARX
NAR
NNF

Error
MSE

R

2

SSE

SAE

MAE

11088.3 0,922 3,197E+08 1,704E+06 56,586
11031.4 0,923 3,344E+08 1,754E+06 58,245
10053.4 0,931 3,112E+08 1,635E+00 54,285

Figure 5. Comparison of scatter plots of the models used
for solar irradiance prediction (ARMAX, NNF, NAR y
NARX).
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(a)

not rare at all and happens due to dense clouds appearing. Most of the models work properly to data noise but
ARMAX, which ignores abrupt variations in order to
define an average curve fitting, with a corresponding detriment of the prediction accuracy.
Figure 6 shows the regression plots during training,
validation and testing.
The autocorrelation plots for NARX and NAR models
to assess the training and testing processes were appropriate in base of inputs and outputs. It can be seen on
Figure 7.

4. Conclusions

(b)
Figure 6. Comparison of scatter plots of traininig,
validation and test of models used for dataset. (A) NAR
regression plot, (B) NARX. (C) NNF.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Plots of autocorrelation error. (A) NAR, (B)
NARX.

This came out as an interesting particular case, due to
sudden fall of irradiance just in the noon crest, which is
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In order to develop a proper hourly irradiance forecasting,
two approaches were considered and compared. The first one
was de ARMAX model due to its convenience for stochastic time series analysis and the use of both auto regression
and moving average polynomials; on the other hand, some
Artificial Neural Networks were taken into account as good
approaches for functions estimation, usually in machine
learning and data mining, but still appropriate for this large
number of inputs and data variation. Both prediction methods were employed to create a 24-hour estimation of the
UMNG irradiance at Cajica campus. The level of accuracy
for each estimation model was measured the following measurements: MSE, MAE, SAE, SSE and both retrogression
coefficient and autocorrelation error calculations.
The first conclusion was the early discard of the simple
parameter regression technique (ARMAX) because it
showed the worst estimation quality, measured as the
highest MSE (12680). Nevertheless, all of the ANN models had similar results in terms of MSE (about 11.000),
SSE (about 3.25E+11), SAE (about 1.7E+9) and MAE
(about 56.3), whi15ch meant a harder selection. Despite
of this situation it is important to remark that this also
means that the ANN model forecasting could be a feasible approximation of the upcoming hour solar radiation.
Therefore, it can be said that the comparative analysis
between the estimated and measured data concluded that
ANN models have the capability to recognize the relationship between the input and output variables and predict
hourly solar radiation with admissible accuracy.
On the other hand, six (6) geographical and
meteorological variables were used as inputs for the
NARX and ANN models, i.e. air temperature, irradiance,
atmospheric pressure, day, month and hour of measurement, which were appropriate and necessary for the
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hourly solar irradiance as single output. Nonetheless, the
NAR model only needed the past time series of irradiance,
which implies and additional benefit of this model, due to
the fact that the online instrumentation just requires a
high precision pyranometer to measure hourly the solar
radiation.
Finally, the Nonlinear Autoregressive Artificial Neural
Network Model (NAR) showed many advantages in regard
to the other considered techniques, remarking the use of
less input parameters, which considerably ease the solar
irradiance forecasting adoption. Besides, this method can
play a remarkable role in the design and performance of
a MPC controlled operation in a DC microgrids with the
use of renewable resources systems.
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